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Abstract  

Based on the research about the distributed 

electric propulsion (DEP) technology applied 

on high-altitude long-endurance (HALE) solar-

powered unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), the 

aerodynamic characteristics of the FX 63-137 

wing under the distributed propellers slipstream 

effects in a tractor configuration at low 

Reynolds numbers are numerically studied. The 

numerical simulations are achieved by quasi-

steadily solving the Reynolds-Averaged Navior-

Stokes (RANS) equations based on the multiple 

reference frames (MRF) method, the kT-kL-ω 

transition model, and the hybrid grids. Firstly, 

the numerical results of the FX 63-137 wing and 

a practical propeller X1 are compared with the 

experimental data to validate the accuracy and 

flexibility of the method. Secondly, the 

aerodynamic properties of the distributed 

propellers/wing integration are compared 

among different rotation rates of propellers. 

Lastly, the detailed flow structures formed on 

the wing surfaces are sketched and analyzed. 

The results show that (a) significant lift benefits 

can be achieved for the reason that both the 

speed and the dynamic pressure of the incoming 

flow are enhanced by the propellers slipstream; 

(b) the turbulence added to the free stream by 

means of the distributed propellers slipstream 

prevent the formation of laminar separation 

bubble (LSB), but apparent horizontal vortexes 

can be observed at the slipstream boundaries at 

the same time; (c) the lift augmentation on the 

down-wash side of the wing is slightly stronger 

than that on the up-wash side at low Reynolds 

numbers, which results from the mechanisms 

that the LSB formed on the windward side of the 

wing is correspondingly found to be slightly 

shorter than that on the leeward side. 

1  Introduction 

Due to the depletion of fossil fuels and the 

occurrence of environmental problems, solar is 

seemed to be the most promising clean energy 

in the future, thus the development of high-

altitude long-endurance (HALE) solar-powered 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has 

nowadays attracted considerable interests. Since 

the successes of the first solar flight by the 

Sunrise І in 1974[1], great achievements have 

been maed by NASA series of solar aircrafts[2]. 

However, the advanced application of the 

distributed electric propulsion (DEP) 

technology[3-5], such as the 14 distributed 

propellers mounted on the “Helios”, has raised a 

number of important engineering issues of 

concern, among which the most important and 

difficult problem is the mutual interferences 

between distributed propellers and the wing. 

It appears that the propeller/wing 

interaction has been the subject of study for 

decades[6-9], however, most of the theoretical 

and experimental work were concentrated on 

the effects induced by an isolated propeller. It is 

necessary to have more accurate modeling to 

analyze the multiple propellers slipstream 

effects. Recently, Patterson and German[10,11] 

modeled the aerodynamics of the Leading Edge 

Asynchronous Propulsion Technology 

(LEAPTech) wing by employing the distributed 

vorticity element (DVE) method, which only 

takes one-way influences of the propellers on 

the wing into consideration. Alex[12] analyzed 

the LEAPTech wing aerodynamic performances 
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among several kinds of numerical results and 

the experimental data, and then pointed out that 

the numerical results could show the wing 

aerodynamic trends similarly with that the 

experiment did, and that the relative errors (less 

than 10%) achieved were deeply related to the 

degree of simplifications. 

The researches on the distributed propellers 

slipstream effects discussed heretofore are 

primarily based on the assumption of the 

simplified non-rotational and non-viscous flow. 

However, currently HALE solar-powered UAVs 

also tend to operate in the low density and low 

speed flight conditions, in which the interesting 

but complex viscous flow structures[13-15] will be 

formed at low Reynolds numbers. Hence, the 

combined aerodynamic effects of the low 

Reynolds conditions and the distributed 

propellers slipstream should be paid great 

attention to when studying the distributed 

propellers/wing integration. 

With the aim of providing deep insights 

into the complex aerodynamic processes of the 

distributed propellers/wing interferences at low 

Reynolds numbers, a detailed numerical study 

of the wing aerodynamic performances and 

boundary layer behaviors under the distributed 

propellers slipstream effects at a Reynolds 

number of 3.0×105 is conducted in the present 

paper by employing the computational fluid 

dynamic (CFD) methods. 

2  CFD Methods  

Based on the multiple reference frames 

(MRF) method[16] and the structured-

unstructured hybrid grids, the quasi-steady 

numerical simulations are obtained by solving 

the Reynolds-Averaged Navior-Stokes (RANS) 

equations coupled with the kT-kL-ω transition 

model[17], applying a standard cell-centered 

finite-volume scheme for the discretization, and 

using the LU-SGS implicit solution and the Roe 

format for the spatial discretization. 

2.1 MRF Method  

Compared with the unsteady simulation 

methods, the quasi-steady method based on the 

MRF systems is able to show satisfied accuracy 

while the computational resources can be 

greatly saved at the same time.  

The application of the MRF method can be 

described as three steps: (a) dividing the 

computational region into two parts: the static 

region for the wing and the rotational region for 

each propeller; (b) building different moving 

reference frame for each rotational region; (c) 

simulating the whole flow field through grids 

mutual information communications on the 

interfaces among different regions. 

The governing equations in integral form 

for the rotating coordinate systems can be 

written as follows[16]: 
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V is the fluid control body, and ∂V is the 

boundary surface of the control body. ρ is the air 

density. u, v, w are the three components of 

velocity vector in the Cartesian coordinate 

system, E is the internal energy, Ix, Iy, Iz are 

respectively the unit vectors in three directions 

of Cartesian coordinate system, q is the absolute 

velocity vector, qb is the grid velocity vector, τ 

is the shear stress, ω is the angular velocity 

vector of the rotating parts. f5, g5, h5 can be 

expressed as follows: 
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T is the temperature, k is the heat transfer 

coefficient. 

2.2 Hybrid Grids  

Corresponding to the two computational 

regions of the MRF method, the structured-

unstructured hybrid grids are generated. As 

shown in Fig.1, to obtain less and higher-quality 

mesh, the structured grids with a number of 

nearly 4.5 million are applied in the static region 

of the wing, and to reduce the difficulty of 

complex geometry (propeller) mesh generating 

processes, the unstructured grids with a number 

of nearly 2.0 million are applied in the rotational 

region of each propeller. In addition, the far-

field boundaries of the static region are located 

at a distance of 35 chords from the wing, and 

the rotational region of each propeller is defined 

as a cylindrical form around the propeller with a 

thickness of 0.1m and a diameter of 0.27m. 

 
(a) Sectional View of Structured Grids 

 
(b) Sectional View of Unstructured Grids 

 
(c) View of Grids on the Far-Field Surfaces 

Fig. 1. Structured-Unstructured Hybrid Grids 

2.3 Transition Model 

The kT-kL-ω transition model is based on 

the simulation of stream-wise fluctuation in 

terms of the laminar kinetic energy. The growth 

of the laminar kinetic energy is explained by the 

splat mechanism proposed by P. Bradshaw[18], 

and discussed in more details by R. J. Volino[19]. 

In our research, the stream-wise fluctuations are 

considered to exist in the pre-transitional region 

of the boundary layer and in the application of 

an eddy viscosity approach.  

With the theory described above, a 

turbulence transition model including three 

transport equations for laminar kinetic energy 

(kL), turbulent kinetic energy (kT) and inverse 

turbulent time scale (ω) is introduced by 

Walters and Cokljat[17]. In this model, predicting 

the onset of transition is based on a local 

parameter of the turbulent energy and effective 

length scale, it is considered that the transition 

begins and the energy from the stream-wise 

fluctuations (kL) converts into the turbulent 

fluctuations (kT) in the boundary layer when this 

parameter increases to a prescribed value. 

Besides, ω is used as the scale-determining 

variable that can lead to a reduced intermittency 

effect in the outer region of the boundary layer, 

As a result, an elimination of the wake region in 

the velocity profile can be achieved[20]. 
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The transport equations of kT-kL-ω 

transition model in an incompressible form can 

be written as follows: 
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Refer to ref.17 for definitions and values of 

the parameters if necessary. 

3  Validation 

To assess the accuracy and flexibility of 

the CFD method described above, we carry out 

two studies on the basis of experimental data, 

the first is the FX 63-137 wing case study[21], 

and the second is the propeller case study[22].  

3.1 Wing Case 

According to [21], an isolated Wortmann 

FX 63-137 wing with a chord of 1.6 m and AR 

of 8.9 is numerically simulated. The simulatin 

setting is: H=20km, V=30m/s, Rec=3.0×105, 

Tu∞=0.1%. To eliminate the influences of grid 

type differences, both the structured grids and 

the structured-unstructured hybrid grids are 

numerically studied compared with the 

experimental data. 

As shown in Fig. 2, at nearly all the angles 

of attack (AOA) studied, the numerical results 

are very similar to the experimental data for 

both the structured and the hybrid grid types, 

and only less-than-3% differences can be found 

between the numerical results and the 

experimental data. But with the AOA reaching 

up to 14 。 , the experimental lift coefficient 

appears to have a more notable nonlinear 

increment than that of the numerical results. 

Besides, approximately less-than-0.8% 

numerical differences can be found between 

these two types of grids, which indicates that the 

way to generate unstructured grids in some 

regions has little influence on the calculation 

precision. 

 
(a) CL-α 

 
 (b) CD-α 

Fig. 2. Comparison of Wing Aerodynamic Properties 

between the Numerical and Experimental Results 

Fig. 3 shows the detailed flow structures 

including the near-wall streamline shapes and 

the turbulent kinetic energy distributions on the 

surfaces of the FX 63-137 wing at α=0。. 

It indicates that at the low Reynolds 

number of 3.0×105, except for the strong 

influences of the roll-up vortexes around the 

wingtip, obvious phenomenon of “laminar 

separation”, “transition”, and “turbulent 
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reattachment” can be observed to be distributed 

smoothly in the span-wise direction on both the 

upper and the lower surfaces of the FX 63-137 

wing. Besides, a shorter laminar separation 

bubble (LSB) on the lower surface can be found 

to be formed earlier than the LSB formed on the 

upper surface. Obviously, the present CFD 

method has the ability to adequately simulate 

the complex aerodynamic processes at low 

Reynolds numbers. 

 
(a) Upper Surface 

 
(b) Lower Surface 

Fig. 3. Detailed Flow Structures on the Surfaces of the FX 

63-137 Wing at α=0。 

3.2 Propeller Case 

According to [22], a practical propeller 

named “X1” with a diameter of 1.2 m is 

numerically studied. The simulation parameters 

are chosen as follows: V=13m/s, n=1200rpm, 

1500rpm, 1800rpm, and 2000rpm, and then the 

0.7R-section characteristic Reynolds numbers of 

7.72×105, 9.55×105, 1.14×106, and 1.26×106 can 

be separately achieved corresponding to these 

rotation rates. Fig. 4 shows the comparisons of 

the propeller thrust properties between the 

numerical and experimental results.  

It seems that the calculated propeller thrust 

is always less than the experimental data, and a 

less-than-10% relative error can be achieved at 

all the AOAs studied. Besides, with the rotation 

rate increasing, the numerical error is getting 

larger and larger, which may be due to the 

limitations of the transition model to simulate 

the flow with a continuously increasing 

characteristic Reynolds number. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of X1 Propeller Thrust Properties 

between the Numerical and Experimental Results 

4  Results and Discussion 

As shown in Fig. 5, the “Fpro” model, 

which includes a FX 63-137 wing as the same 

as that in the wing case and four distributed 

propellers of X1 with a diameter of 0.25 m, are 

numerically studied. In the present tractor 

configuration, propellers are located in the 

middle of the wing. The distance between every 

two adjacent propellers is 0.3 m, and the 

distance from each propeller to the wing is 0.8 

m. All these propellers are rotating 

synchronously in the clockwise direction along 

the streamlines, and they are individually named 

as Pro1, Pro2, Pro3 and Pro4 from left to right 

to make a distinction. 

 
Fig. 5. Four Propellers/Wing Simplified Model 
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The simulation parameters are chosen as 

follows: H=20km, V=30m/s, Rec=3.0×105, 

Tu∞=0.1%, and to meet the power demands of 

different flight stages, varied rotation rates of 

the propellers in the range from 12000 rpm to 

18000 rpm are numerically studied. 

4.1 Thrust Property of Distributed Propellers  

The relationship between the total thrust 

and rotation rate of the distributed propellers is 

shown in Fig. 6.  

It can be found that in the present tractor 

configuration, the existence of the wing can 

enlarge the thrust of the propellers to some 

extent, and a maximum increment of relatively 

4.4% can be obtained at n=18000 rpm. 

 
Fig. 6. Curve of the Total Thrust-to-Rotation rate of 

Propellers at α=0。 

4.2 Aerodynamic Performances of Wing 

Three test cases with rotation rates of 

12000rpm, 15000rpm, and 18000rpm are 

numerically studied. 

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of wing 

aerodynamic forces under the effects of 

distributed propellers slipstream with respect to 

the clean wing case. 

It suggests that even with propellers not 

designed for lift augmentation, lift benefits can 

be observed at all AOAs studied, and the lift of 

wing significantly increases as the rotation rate 

of propellers increases. This is mainly due to the 

acceleration of the air speed and the 

enhancement of the dynamic pressure. 

Besides, it is also important to note that the 

wing exhibits significantly increased drag 

characteristics due to the propellers slipstream 

effects, and there is an increase in drag as the 

rotation rate of propellers increases. 

In addition, a slight reduction in lift curve 

slope and a slight increment in drag curve slope 

are observed for all the test cases with respect to 

the clean wing case, and as the propellers 

rotation rate increasing, negligible variation in 

both the wing lift curve slope and the wing drag 

curve slope is found. 

 
(a) CL-α 

 
 (b) CD-α 

Fig. 7. Comparison of Wing Aerodynamic Performance 

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of wing lift 

distributions in span-wise direction between the 

wing case and three test cases, in which the 

wing is evenly divided into 40 parts and the lift 

coefficient of each part (cl) is calculated with 

the total area of the wing as the reference area. 
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The “Up-wash” and “Down-wash” indicate the 

rotation directions of the distributed propellers. 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of Wing Lift Distribution in Span-

Wise Direction at α=0。 

It shows that within the region -

0.2≤2y/b≤0.2, apparent lift augmentation 

induced by the propellers slipstream can be 

observed on both the up-wash side (UWS) and 

the down-wash side (DWS), and the lift 

augmentation is continuously increasing as the 

propellers rotation rate increases. 

Besides, the lift distribution curves of the 

three test cases show significantly different 

features from that the typical conventional 

propeller/wing integration shows: the lift 

generated on the UWS is slightly less than that 

on the DWS. This may be related to the 

differences of boundary layer behaviors on the 

wing surfaces between UWS and DWS. 

4.3 Detailed Boundary Layer Behaviors 

In order to investigate the general feature 

and law of the aerodynamic properties of the 

distributed propellers/wing integration at low 

Reynolds numbers, the detailed boundary layer 

behaviors of the Fpro model at n=15000rpm is 

further analyzed.  

Fig. 9 shows the distributions of both the 

near-wall streamline and the turbulent kinetic 

energy on the upper surface of the FX 63-137 

wing. 

 
(a) Upper Surface 

Down-wash Up-wash 
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(b) Lower Surface 

Fig. 9. Detailed Flow-Field Characters on the Wing surfaces at α=0。 and n=15000rpm 

It obviously shows that (a) the turbulence 

added to the free stream by means of the 

distributed propellers slipstream enhances the 

flow’s ability to resist strong adverse pressure 

gradient, which causes the typical LSB to 

vanish on both surfaces of the wing; (b) the span 

of the turbulent-attached region affected by the 

distributed propellers slipstream is found to be 

about 1.4 times of the sum of propellers 

diameters; (c) significant horizontal vortexes are 

observed to be formed along the boundaries of 

the turbulent-attached region, and the centers of 

the vortexes are located at nearly 0.6 times 

(vortexes on the upper surface) and 0.34 times 

(vortexes on the lower surface) of the wing 

chord in the stream-wise direction; (d) with 

respect to the UWS (leeward side) on the upper 

surface, the phenomenon of “turbulence 

reattachment” occurs at an earlier position, and 

the turbulence abundance reduces to a lower 

level on the DWS (windward side), which may 

be the reason why the lift augmentation on the 

DWS is non-empirically larger than that on the 

UWS. 

To conceptualize the features described 

above, the comparison of pressure distributions 

among airfoils at section A (y=-1.0), B (y=-

0.55), C (y=0.0), D (y=0.55), and E (y=1.0) is 

given in Fig. 10. 

It shows that the existence of the propellers 

leads to an increment of the suction peak at the 

leading edge (LE) of the wing, and also leads to 

the disappearance of the pressure platform in the 

recovery range of the wing, which directly 

introduces lift benefits. Besides, the suction 

peak at section B is stronger than that at section 

D, which is consistent with the up-wash effects 

and down-wash effects caused by the rotational 

propellers. In addition, the pressure distribution 

at section C is between that at section B and D, 

which may be due to the fact that the down-

wash effects from the right two propellers and 

the up-wash effects from the left two propellers 

are so opposed that they just cancel each other, 

and as a result, the wing behind the propellers 

are mainly experiencing the propeller-induced 

acceleration effects. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of Pressure Distributions among 

Different Sections at α=0。 and n=15000rpm 

5  Conclusions 

To investigate the aerodynamic effects of 

the distributed propellers slipstream on the FX 
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63-137 wing at the low Reynolds number of 

3.0×105. Comparison of wing lift-drag forces 

among varied propeller rotation rates is 

conducted, and detailed boundary layer 

behaviors on the wing surfaces are analyzed. 

Results obtained in this study can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. Apparent augmentations of both the lift 

and the drag forces can be obtained at the 

low Reynolds number of 3.0×105 due to the 

propeller slipstream effects. 

2. The turbulence added to the free stream by 

means of the distributed propellers 

slipstream prevents the formation of LSB, 

but at the same time, apparent horizontal 

vortexes can be observed along the 

slipstream boundaries. 

3. The turbulence abundance and the LSB 

formed on the upper surface of the wing on 

the windward side are lower and shorter 

than those on the leeward side, which 

results in a higher lift distributions on the 

windward side. 

4. In the regions between two adjacent 

propellers, the down-wash effects from one 

propeller and the up-wash effects from 

another are so opposed that they just cancel 

each other to some degree, and the 

dominated effect of the propeller 

slipstream here is  the acceleration of inlet-

flow speed. 
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